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Abstract
The problem of object localization has become one of the
mainstream problems of vision. Most of the algorithms pro-
posed involve the design for the model to be specifically for
localizing objects. In this paper, we explore whether a pre-
trained canonical ConvNet (without fine-tuning) trained
purely for object classification on one dataset with global
image level labels can be used to localize objects in im-
ages containing a single instance on a separate dataset
while generalizing to novel classes. We propose a simple
algorithm involving cropping and blackening out regions in
the image space called Explicit Image Space based Search
(EISS) for locating the most responsive regions in an image
in the context of object localization. EISS brings to light the
interesting phenomenon of a ConvNets responding more to
features within objects as opposed to object level descrip-
tors, as the classes in the training data get more correlated
(visually/semantically similar).
1. Introduction
ConvNets have been used extensively for a variety of
different tasks in the vision community. Originally, they
were proposed as a technique to address object classifica-
tion/detection (classifying which object exists in the image)
[14]. In recent years, it was found that they learn useful rep-
resentations of objects, and that their features can be used
for other (arguably harder) tasks [25, 7, 22, 9, 21, 6]. These
features preserved most of the information regarding the ob-
ject, however, low level image information (e.g. pixel level)
was lost which was required for certain tasks like image
segmentation leading to emergence of specific architectures
and datasets for those specific tasks. Nonetheless, for tasks
such as localization, it can be argued that only an interme-
diate level of information (at the level of super-pixels) is
sufficient to perform the task. Nonetheless, most studies,
in order to maximize performance, explicitly train architec-
ture and models tuned to the particular task [10, 11, 18, 13].
In this paper, we investigate some interesting aspects of the
(a) Successful examples (b) Unsuccessful examples
Figure 1: Examples illustrating EISS on AlexNet on samples from the
PASCAL 2007 test set. The figure showcases a) successful cases and b)
unsuccessful cases. The green box is the ground truth and the red denotes
the final output of EISS. The blue boxes show the progression of the algo-
rithm through various iterations. Note the class names. EISS on AlexNet
makes interesting kinds of mistakes (showcased in a more detailed figure
later).
behavior of ConvNets, the representation they learn and of
the problem of object localization itself.
Motivation. The most popular algorithm for training
ConvNets is supervised. However, although large-scale la-
beled datasets have started to emerge and gain popularity,
it is expensive to obtain such large-scale datasets for finer
tasks such as object localization and image segmentation.
Thus, the question arises whether it is possible to use only
globally labeled images to perform a more challenging task
(such as object localization in this paper). This is especially
hard since the object can undergo a variety of transforma-
tions (scale, translation and rotation) for which the model
will have no supervision. Effectively, the model for the
harder task is now weakly supervised. In this paper, we fo-
cus on the interesting aspects of the problem of addressing
the task of object localization (predicting a bounding box,
thus the location and extent of an object) using only object
classification data (only presence or absence of an object in
an image). This would only be possible if the problem of
image classification and object localization are inherently
coupled, i.e. in order to perform well on the image clas-
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sification task, a model would have to learn a good inter-
nal representation that can be used for object localization as
well. This is the key observation that helps to address the
problem.
Further, although deep networks have shown impressive re-
sults in a variety of vision tasks, there is a lot of room for
improving our understanding of their behavior. Many works
have addressed this need in recent years [26, 20, 27, 16].
This study contributes to this endeavour by investigating
blackening out and cropping out regions of the image and
studying the change in the response curves. We also high-
light some important aspects about the training datasets
used to train ConvNets and its implications on the model
behavior.
Goal. The goal of this study is not to propose a prac-
tical method for object localization, but instead investigat-
ing how a simple method of iteratively masking and crop-
ping out ‘interesting’ regions in the image can perform on
the object localization task. The simplicity of the approach
and the lack of fine-tuning also throws light on the intrinsic
behavior and biases of the pre-trained image classification
model towards the more challenging task. Interestingly, we
also find how feature biases can emerge in a model based
on the dataset the model is trained on. This phenomenon, in
most studies, does not receive the attention it deserves while
using features from pre-trained models for various tasks.
Hence, investigating this phenomenon helps in a more in-
formed use of pre-trained models in general.
ConvNet features can be used for other tasks with ad-
ditional architecture and training: Model investigated
The model we focus on heavily in this paper is AlexNet [14]
which was pre-trained on the Imagenet 2012 object classi-
fication challenge, and has not been fine-tuned in any way.
AlexNet has emerged as one of the most popular feature-
extractors in the field in recent years. Its use has resulted
in a number of studies achieving impressive results in vari-
ous tasks [10]. Even though the model is usually fine-tuned
for the particular task, the behavior of the response (fea-
tures) on a plethora of related inputs (e.g. inputs varying
in scale) has not been investigated. Given the wide spread
use, sometimes even without fine-tuning, it is important we
understand this behavior, which arguably help us use the
model better.
Object Classification and Localization are coupled
problems. The problem of learning a good internal rep-
resentation has emerged to be one of the core problems in
machine learning and vision. ConvNets have brought to
light the importance of hierarchy and invariance in a model.
Being invariant to common transformations is an important
property of any classifier. ConvNets have been understood
to be more invariant up the hierarchy, which is good for
classification of the entire scene. One could argue that this
forces it to lose local level information such as the loca-
tion and orientation of the object. During training, when
only the presence/absence of an object is provided to the
model, it needs to learn an internal representation of what
the object looks like from across images. However, it can
only do so when it knows where the object is in order to
reinforce its internal representation of the object. Thus, the
problems of object classification and object localization are
coupled, i.e. one needs to address both sub-problems in or-
der to perform well on either one. Nonetheless, one can try
to decouple them explicitly. ConvNets address this issue by
being invariant (hierarchical pooling) to the transformations
the object undergoes. Thus, the localization problem is mit-
igated with a ‘dont-care’. In order to leverage ConvNets,
we need an inverse map from the label space to the image
space. One way to do this would be to explicitly search the
image space in a greedy manner for the most informative
region affecting the final response. In this paper, this is the
approach we adopt.
Class Correlation in training data biases ConvNet
models. In our experiments, we make an interesting obser-
vation that our search method to find the most responsive
regions in the image tends to be more responsive to features
regions (regions inside the object boundary) rather than ob-
ject overall (just outside the object boundary). This phe-
nomenon is explained in more detail in Section 3. We find
that in order to make ConvNets respond to more global ‘ob-
ject’ level descriptors, the training data needs to have fewer
correlated classes. By correlated classes, we refer to classes
whose samples have a high degree of visual similarity for
e.g. ILSVRC 2012 has a number of classes for dogs, cats
and aeroplanes, whereas PASCAL 2007 has a single class
for the same. Thus, ILSVRC trains the model to distinguish
between different kinds of dogs with the same weight as
between a dog and an aeroplane. This biases the model to
look for more discriminative features (typically smaller and
within the object) rather than object level descriptors which
might be similar between different classes (for e.g. differ-
ent kinds of dogs have similar anatomical structure). Hence,
using responses as a guide to search might lead to putting
boxes around features within the object, thereby reducing
the IOU score.
We verify this phenomenon in our experiments, and
conclude that the simple method of blackening does seem
to work reasonably well, however, we hypothesize that it
would’ve worked better given training data with less cor-
relation. Knowledge about this phenomenon could be use-
ful for future work where authors need to decide whether
they prefer feature (inside object) level descriptors or ob-
ject (around object) level descriptors for their application.
Datasets with less correlation will enable the ConvNets to
return descriptors at the object level rather than a sub-part or
feature level. Control over correlation in the dataset could
be a useful feature in many applications requiring attention
to detail (such as image segmentation) or the overall object
(such as object localization).
2. Related Work.
The problem of object localization has received a lot of
interests over the years since it is one of the fundamental vi-
sion challenges [5, 15, 28, 24]. It has also been rejuvenated
through the use of deep convolutional models with archi-
tectures specific to the problem [18, 10, 19, 23, 8]. How-
ever, all of these models (including support/augmented ar-
chitectures) are designed specifically for the task of object
localization and are fine-tuned to maximize performance.
Further, the studies mentioned involve manual annotations
of local bounding boxes of training data which as datasets
get larger, would be more difficult and expensive to obtain.
Our simple approach of blackening out the image in order to
guide localization of the object does not require such train-
ing data, and any pre-trained ConvNet model (and possibly
non-neural network models as well) can be utilized without
the need for fine-tuning.
Masking out or replacing regions in the image space with
controlled input has been previously used to analyze the be-
haviour of ConvNets. An instance of the approach was used
to visualize the features learned by the model [26]. In an-
other instance, a similar approach was used to focus on the
foreground [4, 12]. Masking (or blackening in our case) can
instead be used to localize the object in addition to focus ‘at-
tention’ to the foreground. Our approach is also related to
attention mechanisms for localization [1, 3] and recognition
since our method also employs iterative crops of the image.
Thus, the model attends more to a local part of the image
in subsequent iterations. Further, blackening out employs
attention albeit in a ‘negative’ sense i.e. the object localized
using information of it not being in the attended region.
Masking out images to perform object localization
specifically has also been explored in recent years [2, 17].
[17] tries to directly answer the question whether global im-
age labels can be leveraged to help with object localization.
However, they explore a modified architecture with a spe-
cialized training scheme to address the problem. Although
this is useful, it is limited in providing deep insights into
the behavior of simply pre-trained AlexNet. We therefore,
restrict ourselves to the canonical training procedure (stan-
dard back-prop with global image level labels) that AlexNet
was pre-trained with and perform no further training or fine-
tuning of any sort apart from the search algorithm’s hyper-
parameters.
3. Explicit Image Space based Search (EISS)
for Object Localization
The method, called Explicit Image Space based Search
(EISS) , we present for localization using pre-trained (with-
out fine-tuning) ConvNets involves an explicit search in the
image space. Essentially, the idea is to use the response of
the ConvNet to two versions of the image. The first ver-
sion blacks out a given region in the image (replaces pixels
with 0) and the second version crops out the given region
and rescales it to allow the ConvNet to compute a response.
The chosen parts of the image for the blackening and crop-
ping represent the proposal region for the object. Multiple
such regions are proposed and their responses are used to
guide the search for the region that the ConvNet responds
the most to. We now describe the algorithm in more detail.
Initial response of the model. Before the actual search
begins, the model’s response to the original image is saved.
The response (the final class probabilities) serve as a refer-
ence for the rest of the search. It provides information as to
which class features correlates more with the original im-
age, thereby serving as a heuristic as to which object might
exist in the image. The top K classes are then identified.
These class identities are the ones whose responses will be
used to guide the search through the iterations.
Top-K class response. We investigate the use of top K
classes in the search as opposed to the extreme case of all
classes. This is done in order to minimize the diverting ef-
fect of the large number of features which are not present
in the image. Focusing on the top few classes focuses the
search on maximizing the response for a particular object.
Alternatively, focusing on just the top class might miss out
on useful information for guidance. For instance, a partic-
ular image might contain an object which sufficiently fires
multiple classes in the model. The other classes in this case
could help regularize the search for the object location.
Each Iteration. At every iteration, a set of N regions
are proposed which are 0 < α < 1 times relative in size
to the previous iteration. In EISS, we use a stride of 1
resulting in an explicit search over the image for regions
α times smaller (random search can improve speed). For
every region, two versions of the image are generated,
1) the blackened version, wherein the proposed region
is replaced by 0’s, 2) the cropped version, wherein the
proposed region is cropped out of the image and re-scaled
so as to meet the input specification of a canonical Con-
vNet model. Thus, the 2N modified images (proposals)
are passed through the model and the responses (class
probabilities) are computed. Then, the top-K class response
vector for each proposal is compared with the original
global top-K response vector. The proposals (both the
blackened and the cropped versions) are then scored using
the inner-product between the top-K response vector of
each proposal and the original global top-K response
vector. Following this, the top 5 scoring regions each from
the blackened and the cropped proposals are unioned to-
gether (a union of 10 regions in total) to result in one region.
Figure 2: Explicit Image Space Search
Figure 3: A few samples showcasing successful cases of localization and failures due to ‘wrong class’, ‘class-correlation’ and ‘clutter’. The green bounding
boxes are the ground truth, red boxes are the final output of EISS over AlexNet and the blue boxes are the iterations EISS went through. The red cross is the
location (not including the extent of the object) of the object.
Blackened and Cropped score. At the end of every it-
eration, the resultant region is 1) blackened and 2) cropped
out and re-scaled to result in two images. The inner-product
between the top-K response vector of each of these images
with the global top-K response vector results in two scores,
1) blackened score (corresponding to the blackened image
at the end of the iteration) and 2) cropped score (corre-
sponding to the cropped image at the end of the iteration).
Intuition tells us that as the algorithm progresses, with each
iteration, typically the blackened score should increase and
the cropped score should decrease.
Stopping Criterion. The above procedure can be re-
peated for many iterations resulting in the 1) blackened
score typically increasing 2) cropped score typically de-
creasing after a small increase (a phenomenon we investi-
gate more in our experiments). However, they continue to a
follow similar trend until the cropped score reaches 0, and
the blackened score tends to reach the original score. The
proposed region until that time becomes very small, focus-
ing on finer details of the object. Thus, we use the intersec-
tion of the curves of the blackened score and the cropped
score as a heuristic to stop. The resultant proposed region
tends to focus on more of the entirety of the object. We find
that this heuristic naturally in most successful cases gravi-
tates towards boxes just within the object boundary. In order
to respect the ground truth better, we stop a few iterations
before the intersection of the blackened and cropped score
curves. As our stopping criterion, we stop when difference
between the blackened score and the cropped score is less
than η% of the initial global top-K response.
EISS focuses on features rather than objects. Since
we effectively are searching for which regions drive up
the top-K response, regions corresponding to discriminative
features between classes would respond the most. Thus, as
the algorithm progresses, it will tend to provide within the
object as opposes to around it. We verify this fact in our
experiments. This could be useful in certain applications
where we would like to know which part of the image the
ConvNet is focusing on for the classification, however for
the task of object localization specifically might not be very
useful. Early stopping would be one way to address this
problem. The stopping parameter η can be set so as to stop
early enough before the blackened and the cropped curves
intersect.
EISS performance on uncorrelated test data can in-
dicate class correlation in training data. Another inter-
esting aspect of this approach is that it can be used to in-
fer how much class correlation existed in the training data
for the model. The mean blackened and cropped response
curves for classes that have low correlation (for e.g. cat, dog
in PASCAL 2007) can indicate whether their existed corre-
lated classes in the training data (for e.g. multiple types
of cats and dogs in ILSVRC 2012). We verify this phe-
nomenon in our experiments.
Random Search for Speed-ups. EISS can be made sig-
nificantly faster by randomly selectingM regions instead of
explicitly evaluating every region with a stride of 1. For in-
stance, versions of AlexNet which require a batch input size
of 32, can take in 16 blackened regions and 16 cropped re-
gions from M = 16 regions. A sample size of 16 is enough
for to gain a fair understanding of the location of the ob-
ject for reasonably high α. Since this paper focuses on the
properties and behavior of AlexNet, we do not employ this
speed up and use EISS for all our experiments, thus elimi-
nating randomness.
4. Experiments
In our experiments, we focus on interesting aspects on
application of ConvNets trained purely for classification.
For all experiments, unless specified otherwise, we set α =
0.8, η = 10 and K = 1.
4.1. Behavior of Blackened and Cropped Scores
Motivation. In our first experiment we investigate the
behavior of the blackened and cropped scores curves. Since
AlexNet is widely used as a feature extractor for subsequent
processing for a variety of tasks, we investigate its charac-
teristics. EISS at subsequent iterations changes the scale
of search, which also changes the response of the model.
In most applications, this is usually ignored and procedures
down the line in the algorithm have to learn to handle it. We
explore the change in response in our first experiment.
Set-up. We run EISS on training images from the PAS-
CAL 2012 dataset containing single instances of the image
class over 20 different classes for 30 iterations. Note that
since we set a max iteration count, we do not need to use η
in this experiment. Since PASCAL is highly skewed with
a few classes have a lot of images and a few having very
few, we choose 100 random images for this experiment un-
less the class contains less than 100 images, in which case
we choose all images from that particular class. Thus we
report results on 1˜900 images in total. We compute the
mean blackened score and the cropped score curves over all
classes, and also for each class. We also run this experiment
for K = 5.
Results. We find that as the algorithm progresses, the
blackened score typically increases and the cropped score
typically decreases for both K = 1, 5 as shown in Fig. 4.
The intersections guarantee that our algorithm converges
with a box. We use this plot to also perform parameter
tuning for localization. The fact that the IOU decreases af-
ter iteration 3, reflects the nature of EISS to focus on dis-
criminative features of the object as opposed to the object
itself. The discriminative features typically lie inside the
object and thus the bounding box returned encompasses the
discriminative feature instead of the overall box (as shown
in a few examples in Fig.3). Since the ground truth boxes
are slightly larger than the object itself, the IOU decreases
as the algorithm progresses. AlexNet was trained to dis-
criminate between different classes and thus, discriminative
features result in the highest response thereby guiding the
search towards that region.
For K = 5, we find that the blackened curves and the
cropped curves vary much less owing to the regularization
that additional classes bring in. However, we find that the
IOU follows a similar trend although it behaves better as
iterations go past 15.
4.2. Correlated class concepts during training lead
to low level feature selectivity
Motivation. We noted previously that correlated classes
in the training data for the ConvNet forces it to respond
most to discriminative features between classes. In this ex-
periment, we verify this phenomenon on the training data of
PASCAL 2007 containing a single object instance.
Set-up. The set-up is very similar to the previous ex-
periment. We now focus on each PASCAL class separately
as opposed to the global behavior of AlexNet. We plot the
mean blackened and cropped scores for various classes in
Figure 4: The mean Top-K response scores and mean IOU % over all
classes for K=1 & K=5. Response scores and IOU scores are normalized
to show the trend.
PASCAL along with their mean IOU curves.
Results. Fig. 5 shows the top 4 classes which we found
to be hard/easy to find features in. Whereas, Fig. 6 shows
the same for classes which we found hard/easy to localize.
Note that even though EISS in many cases finds the ob-
ject and is able to localize, owing to class-correlation during
training, EISS on AlexNet optimizes for a slightly different
objective than localization. Depending on the complexity of
the class (how many sub parts of the object there exists) and
the amount of class-correlation discrepancy in the test and
training dataset, localizing the most responding feature re-
gions of the object might correlate with localizing the object
itself.
From Fig. 5 we found that aeroplane, horse, potted plant
and boat were the most difficult to find feature or high re-
sponse regions from (among others were cat, dog, cow).
This is sense EISS on average takes more number of iter-
ations to converge. Whereas, dining table, sofa, person and
chair were the among the easiest to find high response fea-
ture regions. More iterations for convergence implies that
AlexNet focuses on lower level features more than object
level descriptors. One of the reasons this occurs is class cor-
relation in ILSVRC 2012 which are related to the classes in
PASCAL such as aeroplane, cat and dog. The second rea-
son is that classes such as potted plant tend to have low
level discriminative features from other classes (which have
visual concepts such as leaves or cylinders) which in turn
require more number of iterations to localize.
Classes such as dining table and sofa have object level
discriminative features (due to the absence of correlated
classes in ILSVRC 2012 with these PASCAL classes) and
thus EISS converges early. The person PASCAL class is an
interesting case. A lot of classes in ILSVRC 2012 often in-
volve a person in the extended reaches of the object (such
as lollipop, trench-coat), and hence person in PASCAL of-
ten have large object level visual concepts which tend to
respond high through AlexNet. Note that person is a novel
class for AlexNet pre-trained on ILSVRC 2012.
From Fig. 6 we found that dining table, boat, bottle and
tvmonitor were the most difficult to localize with respect to
the ground truth bounding boxes. Whereas, cat, person, mo-
torbike and bicycle were the among the easiest to find high
response feature regions. We found that bottle, and boat
were hard to localize due to failure of the EISS to deal with
‘clutter’ and ‘wrong class’. Failure due to clutter is due to
AlexNet responding to other classes in the image which in
a completely different region. Failure due to ‘wrong class’
occurs when AlexNet responds to a region close/on the im-
age, however, due to miss-classification it responds to an
unrelated local feature and misguides EISS.
On the other hand, classes such as cat, motorbike and bi-
cycle were easier to localize within the first 15 iterations
than the other classes. Thus, setting an η to be higher
(stopping earlier) boosts the mean IOU (> 50%) for all
top 4 classes. For a low value of η however, classes such
as cat saw failures such as ‘class correlation’ as shown in
Fig. 3. Due to the presence of a large number of samples in
ILSVRC 2012 classes related to cat, objects related to per-
son, motorbike and bicycle, these classes seem to be easy to
localize in the initial few iterations.
Interesting failure cases for EISS over AlexNet. Fail-
ures can be characterized into three types as illustrated in
Fig 3. Failures due to ‘wrong class’ occur when the Con-
vNet recognizes parts of the object as belonging to a dif-
ferent class and thus is misguided through the search. Fail-
ures due to ‘class-correlation’ occur when EISS outputs a
box focused on a detail or feature inside the object rather
than around the object. This is due to highly correlated
classes in training, leading to the model being sensitive to
local discriminative features. Thereby, localization suffers.
One method of dealing with this would be early stopping.
Failure due to clutter occurs when the image essentially
contains instances of multiple objects. AlexNet trained on
ILSVRC 2012 expects a single instance. Further, EISS
guides the search towards the highest response and thus
misses the second object once it leaves the search region.
5. Conclusion
We presented a simple method incorporating blacken-
ing and cropping out regions in the image space in order
to perform localization using a canonical pre-trained Con-
vNet with no fine-tuning. Our method called EISS employs
a sliding window approach since the goal of the study is
evaluation rather than proposing a practical method. Ran-
domization can be employed in order to arrive at a more
practical algorithm. We find that correlated class concepts
in training data result in the model being more selective to
low level features rather than object level descriptors. Thus,
(a) Difficult to find discriminative features
(b) Easy to find discriminative features
Figure 5: Mean blackened scores and cropped scores for classes diffi-
cult/easy to find discriminative features for. EISS on AlexNet takes con-
vergence later/earlier (intersection of blackened and cropped curves).
the EISS algorithm converges slower for such classes. Lo-
calization on the other hand, depends on other factors like
typical size of the object, correlated classes which have the
target class as common (e.g. person). We find with just
a few iterations of the EISS algorithm, many classes can be
localized with sufficient accuracy using a purely pre-trained
algorithm with no additional architecture or training.
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